FOSSIL
TO FUEL
Early Forests and Oceans
The first plants on land probably appeared on earth around 470 million years ago. Fossils
show that the plants that evolved hundreds of millions of years ago looked very much
like the plants we recognise today. This fossilised fern is almost the same as the ferns
you would find growing in the countryside and gardens around Britain.
This is what the landscape
may have looked like around
400 million years ago (the
Devonian period). At this
time the world was quite
warm. The seas would have
been full of all kinds of fish and
animals such as ammonites and
early, primitive sharks. Many of
the plants and animals alive at this
time became the coal and oil that we
burn today.
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FUELLING THE REVOLUTION

‘Manchester, this famous great factory town. Dark and smoky from the coal
vapours, it resembles a huge forge or workshop. Work, profit and greed seem
to be the only thoughts here. The clatter of the cotton mills and the looms can
be heard everywhere.’
Johanna Schopenhauer, visiting Manchester in 1830
Although coal has been burnt as a fuel for thousands of years,
it helped change the world during the industrial revolution
when coal was burned to power the steam engines and
factories in the early 19th Century.

COAL

If you look very closely at this lump of coal, you can see the
layers of fossilised plants that died around 300 million years
ago. The Carbon Dioxide that the plants absorbed was trapped inside
the structure of the plants. When we burn coal the carbon dioxide (CO2) is
released into the air which warms the planet.
Crude oil is extracted from deep in
the earth by drilling.

OIL

Tiny creatures (organisms) and algae that lived millions of years ago in the
sea died and slowly fell to the soft seabed called silt. Over millions of
years, the silt became rock and the fossilised remains become oil. Like
coal, the carbon dioxide (CO2) absorbed by the prehistoric organisms is
released when we burn it, warming our atmosphere. Oil is also used to
make the plastics that are everywhere, taking many years to break down
once we have used them.
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